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Introduction

After-sales service and support for industrial machines is 
often costly and time consuming. Experienced engineers 
and technicians often must travel to customer sites to 

 diagnose issues, answer questions, provide training, and resolve 
problems. Wouldn’t it be awesome — for you and your  customers — 
if you could quickly and securely perform diagnostics and resolve 
most of those issues remotely?

About This Book
Secure Remote Access for Industrial Machines For Dummies, 2nd Ewon 
Special Edition, consists of six short chapters that explore:

 » What remote access is, how it has evolved, and the business 
benefits of remote access (Chapter 1)

 » The basics of remote access environments (Chapter 2)

 » How to ensure secure and reliable remote access over the 
Internet and in the cloud (Chapter 3)

 » Secure remote access solutions from Ewon (Chapter 4)

 » Real-world remote access use cases for different industries 
(Chapter 5)

 » How to get started with the Ewon Cosy (Chapter 6)

There’s also a convenient glossary at the end of the book, in case 
you get stumped by any technical acronyms or concepts.

Foolish Assumptions
In this book, I assume that you’re an automation engineer or 
field technician working for a small or medium machine builder 
or original equipment manufacturer (OEM). Thus, while you no 
doubt have a strong understanding of the machines that you build 
or support, you aren’t necessarily as comfortable with technolo-
gies such as the Internet, cloud computing, remote access, and 
information security. As such, this book is written primarily for 
“non-techie” readers.
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Icons Used in This Book
Throughout this book, I occasionally use special icons to call 
attention to important information. Here’s what to expect:

This icon points out information you should commit to your non-
volatile memory — along with anniversaries and birthdays.

If you seek to attain the seventh level of NERD-vana, perk up! 
This icon explains the jargon beneath the jargon.

Tips are appreciated, never expected — and I hope you appreciate 
these useful nuggets of information.

These alerts point out the stuff your mother warned you about 
(well, probably not), but they do offer practical advice to help you 
avoid potentially costly or frustrating mistakes.

Beyond the Book
There’s only so much I can cover in a short book, so if you find 
yourself at the end of this book thinking, “Where can I learn 
more?” just go to www.ewon.biz.

Where to Go from Here
Chapter 1 may be a good place to start. However, each chapter is 
written to stand on its own, so if you see a particular topic that 
piques your interest, feel free to jump ahead to that chapter. You 
can read this book in any order that suits you (although I don’t 
recommend upside down or backward).
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Chapter 1

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Understanding why remote access is 
necessary

 » Exploring remote access options — past 
and present

 » Realizing the benefits of remote access

Making the Case for 
Remote Access

In this chapter, you discover the need for and benefits of remote 
access; the history, advantages, and disadvantages of different 
remote access technologies; and the many business and techni-

cal benefits of remote access.

Defining the Need for Remote Access
Perhaps for as long as industrial machine builders have existed, 
they’ve had the desire to look into the operation of their machines 
from afar. For original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) with 
far-flung fleets of machines at customer facilities, as well as for 
end-user manufacturing companies with multiple sites and cor-
porate engineering centers, visibility into the operation of remote 
assets presents a compelling business case.

Typical use cases for remote access to industrial machines include

 » Troubleshooting and programming Programmable Logic 
Controllers (PLCs) remotely

 » Viewing and controlling your remote Human Machine 
Interfaces (HMIs)
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 » Connecting to a web camera for assistance

 » Supporting field technicians for commissioning

Exploring the Business Benefits 
of Remote Access

The ability to remotely access a machine’s control system can help 
troubleshooting and solve an estimated 60 to 70 percent of oper-
ating problems, avoiding the need for support personnel to travel 
across town — or around the world. The types of problems that can 
derail production often don’t require fixing the machine so much 
as tweaking its programming or other parameters. For example, 
you can accommodate changes in raw materials, machine wear, or 
other production inputs that may have shifted over time.

Remote access enables you to move from a reactive support model 
to a proactive service model that helps you stay competitive. 
 Benefits include

 » Improving responsiveness

 » Reducing the impact of emergencies

 » Optimizing engineers’ workloads

 » Maximizing machine uptime and productivity

 » Cutting travel costs

See Table 1-1 for a chart of cost savings when comparing site 
visits with remote visits.

Rapid issue resolution also means less downtime and a faster 
return to full production for the machine builder’s end customer. 
On those occasions when an in-person service call is required, 
remote visibility can help ensure that the person with the right 
skills, the right parts, and the right tools is sent — increasing the 
odds of a “fix on first visit” outcome. All this leads to a better cus-
tomer experience and higher customer satisfaction.

The pressures driving industry to adopt remote access strategies 
have only intensified in recent years as industry faces the contin-
ued loss of subject matter experts to retirement. The expertise of 
those remaining must be stretched over a larger installed base of 
production machines that is often increasingly deployed globally. 
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Machine builders are also recognizing the opportunity that remote 
access opens up for creating new, revenue-generating, proactive 
and preventive services that can be offered to their customers.

Overall, everyone is looking for more efficiency, which means 
less waste. Machine builders can achieve competitive advantages 
by using remote access, shown in Figure 1-1, to serve more cus-
tomers and reach new geographic markets, even without a local 
 service setup.

TABLE 1-1	 Out-of-Pocket Costs for a “Quick” Site Visit
Description Cost (USD)

Travel to local airport $20

Airfare $600

Rental car (three days) $170

Hotel (two nights) $285

Food and incidentals $230

Parking (three days) $30

Total (not including the cost of the engineer) $1,335

Approximate cost of Ewon Cosy $500

Internet remote
access

On-site diagnostics
and detection of

missing partsOn-site
travel

Remote diagnostics
and maintenance

Reduce costly site visits
With remote access…

Without…

Live and online support
to your customers

Regular contact with
your equipment

FIGURE 1-1: Achieve greater efficiency and competitive advantage with 
remote access.
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Tracing the History of Remote Access
Early remote access to machines typically consisted of “out-of- 
band” management using a terminal console connected via an 
analog landline telephone and modem. These systems were slow, 
often difficult to install, and costly to operate and maintain.

Still, remote access through a modem connection continues to 
be popular today, aided by the availability of high-speed cellular 
networks. The main appeal of this remote access method is the 
ability to access controller data and bypass the customers’ corpo-
rate network. Wireless modems that communicate via cell phone 
providers’ data networks are available from many suppliers of 
programmable controllers.

This approach avoids the need for a wired phone line or the need 
to tap into the corporate IT network, though wireless signal avail-
ability in production areas can be an issue.

Further, working with a cellular network provider introduces its 
own complexities. Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cards with 
fixed IP addresses cost extra and take time to acquire and config-
ure. This approach entails ongoing network access and usage fees 
that can quickly add up — an expense that most machine builders 
would prefer to avoid, especially if continuous connectivity is not 
necessary.

Leveraging the Internet
A better means of remote machine access is to leverage the Inter-
net and cloud computing technology. The primary challenge in 
this scenario is to securely manage the machine’s connection 
to the end-user’s corporate network and, in turn, to the Inter-
net. Most companies’ IT departments are understandably loath 
to grant blanket network access to non-employees for security 
reasons.

On-demand remote access
In remote asset management, where the ability to control the asset 
is essential, permanent access to the asset is necessary. Machine 
builders, however, do not always need permanent connections. 
Indeed, remote access for machine troubleshooting, maintenance, 
or service can be provided by an on-demand connection.
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Why is this capability important? First, the end-user may want to 
prevent continual remote access to the machine.  Disconnecting 
the machine from the local area network (LAN) isn’t essential 
for security, but it gives the end-user physical control over when 
the machine is accessed and for how long. In this situation, the 
machine is ordinarily  disconnected from the LAN. The machine is 
connected only when necessary or when requested by the machine 
builder.

In addition, when remote connectivity is based on a volume-
dependent pricing option, such as cellular technology, it can be 
desirable to establish the connection and pay only when necessary.

Outbound connections
Virtual private networks (VPNs) are an excellent solution from a 
technical standpoint, but allowing proper inbound network access 
while ensuring security can be a complex task. Every automation 
vendor typically uses a different set of network ports, and negoti-
ating a clear path through a customer’s firewalls requires careful 
configuration and sometimes delicate negotiations with resistant 
IT departments. By relying on an outbound connection across the 
factory LAN, you can resolve many firewall issues right off the 
bat. Indeed, if no incoming connections are made, no ports must 
be enabled in the corporate firewall for incoming connections, and 
no IT or firewall changes are needed to establish communication.

Software-based solutions
Using the Internet, a supervisory local PC can be remotely 
accessed and controlled using Virtual Network Computing (VNC)-
like technology or other PC-based remote access software. In this 
scenario, software replicates and cedes control of the remotely 
accessed operator interface computer. Although this type of solu-
tion may be acceptable for remotely connecting to a PC, it usually 
provides the user with access to the entire network — which isn’t 
acceptable, especially from a security perspective.

This approach presumes that there is an industrial PC that can 
run the application on the remote machine. This hardware and 
software entails additional expense, making its total cost of own-
ership higher than that of a dedicated device.
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Router-based VPN solutions
Another solution is to rely on an on-demand VPN connection 
using an industrial router and a cloud-based management infra-
structure. A Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) VPN connection typically 
presents few issues for a customer’s IT department.

This method is even more interesting from a security point of 
view because it automatically adds a logical network segrega-
tion between the machine and the factory LAN. This configura-
tion ensures that the remote engineer has no access to the factory 
LAN and can reach only those devices that are connected behind 
the remote access router. Machine builders can manage fleets of 
machines through a single secure interface. End-users, mean-
while, can use the platform to manage remote access rights with 
multiple OEMs. Therefore, this solution is the one I focus on in 
this book.
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Chapter 2

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Working out the details of computer 
networking

 » Tracing the history of the Internet and 
the cloud

 » Reviewing industrial network protocols

Looking at Remote 
Access Environments

In this chapter, I give you the basics about computer networking 
technology, the Internet, and cloud computing, as well as 
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), automation, and Human 

Machine Interfaces (HMIs).

Everything You Ever Wanted to 
Know about Networking

In Chapter 1, I describe the use of a router-based virtual private 
network (VPN) solution for remote access with a remote engineer 
accessing devices connected behind the remote access router. 
These devices usually connect on their own local area network 
(LAN), which is typically referred to as the “machine” LAN. A LAN 
is a computer network that operates across a relatively small 
 geographic area, such as a building or factory or, in this case, an 
industrial asset such as a machine. A wide area network (WAN) 
connects multiple LANs and other WANs over a relatively large 
geographic area. The Internet is an example of a very large WAN.
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LAN devices in machines such as programmable logic  controllers 
(PLCs), panels, human machine interfaces (HMIs),  computers, 
and other automation devices (for example, peripheral input/
output equipment and drives) are typically connected via hubs 
or switches using Ethernet cables (wired connections). The 
most common LANs use the Transmission Control Protocol and 
 Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) to communicate with other devices and 
networks. Every device on a TCP/IP network must have a unique 
IP address. The current version of IP (IP version 4) uses a 32-bit 
numeric address that’s divided into four octets, for example: 
5.39.46.101. This example is shown in Figure 2-1.

An IP address represented in binary notation (see Figure  2-1) 
consists of 8 bits that are set to either a 1 (“on”) or 0 (“off”) and 
arranged into four groups, known as “octets,” with the following 
values from left to right in each octet, as follows:

 » The first bit is equal to 128 (“on”) or 0 (“off”)

 » The second bit is equal to 64 (“on”) or 0 (“off”)

 » The third bit is equal to 32 (“on”) or 0 (“off”)

 » The fourth bit is equal to 16 (“on”) or 0 (“off”)

 » The fifth bit is equal to 8 (“on”) or 0 (“off”)

 » The sixth bit is equal to 4 (“on”) or 0 (“off”)

 » The seventh bit is equal to 2 (“on”) or 0 (“off”)

 » The eighth bit is equal to 1 (“on”) or 0 (“off”)

In this way, any whole number between 0 and 255 can be rep-
resented with a 32-bit IP address by adding together the binary 
result in each octet. For example, in Figure 2-1, the first octet is 
equal to 5 because only the sixth and eighth bits are “on,” so the 
result is 0+0+0+0+0+4+0+1. The second octet is equal to 39 because 
the third, sixth, seventh, and eighth bits are “on,” so the result is 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

5

First Octet Second Octet Third Octet Fourth Octet

39 46 101

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

FIGURE 2-1: An IP address consists of 32 bits of information, divided into four 
8-bit sections known as “octets.”
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0+0+32+0+0+4+2+1. See whether you can apply this logic to obtain 
the values in the third and fourth octets of Figure 2-1.

Every computer or other IP device uses an IP address, but it also 
uses a subnet mask and usually a gateway.

The subnet mask is a 32-bit address (like the IP address) that masks 
the IP address to compute the network address. Computers use a 
subnet mask to know whether a recipient IP address belongs to 
its network or not. If the computer and the recipient IP address 
belong to the same network, they can communicate to each 
other directly. If they don’t, they must communicate through the 
gateway.

The gateway is a device that has two or more IP interfaces and 
handles the connections between two or more networks. For 
example, Ewon Cosy is a gateway.

In Figure 2-2, Device A must communicate with Device B. Both 
devices belong to the same physical network, but the devices 
don’t know that. They must compute it from the IP address and 
the subnet mask. Device A uses the IP address 10.0.0.67 and the 
subnet mask 255.255.255.0. Masking 10.0.0.67 and 255.255.255.0 
produces the network address 10.0.0.x. This means that any device 
using an IP address that starts with 10.0.0, such as Device B, 
belongs to Device A’s network and thus can communicate with 
Device A directly.

In Figure  2-3, Device A needs to communicate with Device E. 
However, Device E does not belong to Device A’s network because 
its IP address is 10.1.0.19. This means Device A must pass the 
message to the gateway, which in turn forwards it to Device E.

A

A
IP_ADR_B = 10 . 0 . 0 . 85
Mask_B = 255 . 255 . 255 . 0
Gateway_B = 10 . 0 . 0 . 2

IP_ADR_A = 10 . 0 . 0 . 67
Mask_A = 255 . 255 . 255 . 0
Gateway_A = 10 . 0 . 0 . 2

B

B

C
Gateway

Network 1

D E F

FIGURE 2-2: Two devices communicating within the same network.
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In both figures, the gateway has two connections. Each connec-
tion has an IP address that belongs to the network to which it’s 
connected.

Each automation device connected on the machine LAN must have 
a unique IP address.

For remote access, the machine LAN must be connected to the 
factory LAN (usually called the “WAN” in remote access ter-
minology) using a router, as shown in Figure 2-4. A router is a 
device that connects a LAN to another LAN that has a different 
network address portion. Because remote access occurs over the 
Internet, the WAN must be capable of reaching the Internet, typi-
cally through a factory router or firewall.

A limitation of the current version of IP is that there are only a 
little over four billion possible unique IP addresses. To temporar-
ily get around this limitation, private IP addresses can be assigned 
to devices on the machine’s LAN. However, private IP addresses 
cannot be routed across the Internet so they must be translated 
to a public IP address, using a process known as network address 
translation (NAT).

A

A
IP_ADR_E = 10 . 1 . 0 . 19
Mask_E = 255 . 255 . 255 . 0
Gateway_E = 10 . 1 . 0 . 24

IP_ADR_A = 10 . 0 . 0 . 67
Mask_A = 255 . 255 . 255 . 0
Gateway_A = 10 . 0 . 0 . 2

B

E

C
Gateway

Network 1
Network 2

D E F

10 . 1 . 0 . 24

10 . 1 . 0 . 19

10 . 0 . 0 . 2

FIGURE 2-3: Two devices communicating on different networks.

INTERNET

Firewall

Factory
LAN

Machine
LAN

Router
Machine

Factory

FIGURE 2-4: Connecting a machine LAN to the factory LAN with a router.
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Network address translation (NAT) maps private IP addresses to 
public IP addresses for outbound traffic to the Internet. NAT is 
usually performed by a router.

Three ranges of private addresses typically are used for connect-
ing devices inside a LAN:

 » Range 1: IP addresses from 10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255 
where the first number (10) represents the network 
 portion of the address and the last three numbers repre-
sent hosts on that network (more than 16 million devices 
can be assigned as hosts; used in very large networks).

 » Range 2: IP addresses from 172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255 
where the first two numbers (172 and 16 through 31) 
represent the network portion of the address and the 
last two numbers represent hosts on that network 
 (approximately one million devices can be assigned as 
hosts; used in medium to large networks).

 » Range 3: IP addresses from 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255 
where the first two numbers (192.168) represent the network 
portion of the address and the last two numbers represent 
hosts on that network (approximately 65,000 devices can be 
assigned as hosts; used in small to medium networks).

The worldwide supply of unique IP version 4 addresses was 
exhausted in 2016. Many organizations are increasingly transi-
tioning to IP version 6, which uses a 128-bit hexadecimal address 
and provides 3.4 × 1038 unique IP addresses — that’s more than 
340 undecillion (yes, that’s a real number).

Exploring the Internet and 
Cloud Computing

In the 1960s the U.S. Department of Defense Advanced Research 
Project Agency (DARPA) developed ARPANET, the first packet 
switching network — and the precursor to the modern Internet.

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) was created in the late 
1970s, followed by the Internet Protocol (IP). TCP/IP enabled 
ARPANET and other networks around the world to connect to 
each other. In the late 1980s, this network became known as the 
Internet.
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Today, the Internet (and the World Wide Web) is ubiquitous, con-
necting networks and devices to vast amounts of information 
and resources around the world. For millennials, it’s practically 
a basic life necessity!

In 2006, Amazon officially launched Amazon Web Services 
(AWS)  — and the “cloud” was born, uh, formed. Other major 
cloud service providers include Microsoft Azure, Oracle Cloud, 
Google, and IBM.

So, what exactly is the cloud? When the Amazon engineers 
 conceived it, the cloud referred to all the networking “stuff” that 
happened behind the scenes to connect a LAN to the Internet — 
typically represented as a cloud in network architecture diagrams.

However, more specifically, cloud computing, as defined by the 
U.S.  National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is 
comprised of five essential characteristics: on-demand self- 
service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, 
and measured service. Common cloud service models include

 » Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Customers can provi-
sion processing, storage, networks, and other computing 
resources and deploy and run operating systems and 
applications, but the customer has no visibility into, and 
doesn’t manage or control, the underlying cloud infrastruc-
ture (for example, Amazon Web Services).

 » Platform as a Service (PaaS): Customers can deploy 
supported applications onto the provider’s cloud infrastruc-
ture, but the customer has no visibility into, and doesn’t 
manage or control, the underlying cloud infrastructure 
(for example, IBM Bluemix).

 » Software as a Service (SaaS): Customers are provided 
access to applications running on a cloud infrastructure but 
the customer has no visibility into, and doesn’t manage or 
control, the underlying cloud infrastructure (for example, 
Google Gmail).

 » Connectivity as a Service (CaaS): Customers get effective 
inter-network connectivity with flexibility and expandability 
that small and medium-sized businesses can afford, without 
the need to pay premiums or manage relationships with 
multiple providers (for example, Ewon Talk2M).
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You can think of the Internet as a route and the cloud (as well as 
the World Wide Web) as destinations on the Internet.

Connecting Automation Devices 
other than Ethernet

Many industrial protocols are in use today, reflecting the highly 
specialized and varied range of industrial applications. Unfortu-
nately, many of these protocols are proprietary, non-standard 
protocols developed for specific devices or functions. As a result, 
interoperability is often a challenge in today’s connected indus-
trial world.

Fortunately, most automation devices today are equipped with 
Ethernet ports. Automation/PLC protocols, such as those listed 
in Table  2-1, are therefore transparently conveyed through the 
router, thanks to TCP/IP.  But what about legacy automation 
devices that are not equipped with an Ethernet port? They usually 
come with a serial interface matching the RS232 or RS485 serial 
protocols. To remotely access them, the LAN/WAN router ideally 
should also play the role of a protocol gateway, converting the 
Ethernet protocol into a serial counterpart. An automation router, 
therefore, should be capable of embedding the protocol gateway 
functionality and supporting all the protocols listed in Table 2-1.

TABLE 2-1	 Supported PLC Protocols
PLC Brand Serial Ethernet

Allen Bradley — Rockwell 
Automation

DF1 Ethernet/Industrial 
Protocol (EIP)

Siemens, VIPA MPI/Profibus ISOTCP

Schneider Modbus/Unitelway Modbus

Omron Fins Hostlink Fins TCP/UDP

Mitsubishi Programming 
Protocol

MC Protocol

Hitachi H-Protocol H-Protocol
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PLCs’ FAMILY HISTORY
Although PLCs are common in many industries today, the first PLCs 
were invented for American automobile manufacturers. Previously, car-
makers controlled their manufacturing processes with a variety of hard-
wired relays and timers. These old-school devices got the job done, but 
every time a manufacturing process was redesigned, thousands of 
them had to be rewired — a costly and time-consuming task.

In 1968, General Motors’ automatic transmission division sought 
 proposals for a new way to handle changes in production processes. 
A Massachusetts company, Bedford Associates, won the GM contract 
and developed the first PLC, known as a Modular Digital Controller 
(Modicon). Manufacturing Automation has termed Dick Morley, one 
of the developers of the first Modicon, the “father” of the PLC.

Early PLCs used ladder logic, a programming method based on the 
 circuit diagrams of the analog devices that the PLCs were replacing. 
Today’s PLCs can be programmed in many different ways, but their 
purpose is still to provide reliable, programmable control of manufac-
turing processes.
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Chapter 3

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Looking at the dark side of the Internet

 » Learning about firewalls and VPNs

 » Choosing a web-hosted architecture

 » Taking a “defense-in-depth” approach to 
security

Ensuring Security 
and Reliability

Although the Internet enables remote access to networks 
and machines around the world with many business 
benefits, it also affords an opportunity for malicious

activity —cyberattacks —thathavebecomealltoocommontoday.
Inthischapter,youfindoutthebasicsofInternetsecurityand
how Ewon protects your machines and data with its Talk2M
defense-in-depthsecurityarchitecture.

Surveying the Modern Threat Landscape
Largesecuritybreaches,typicallyinvolvingcreditcardfraudand
identitytheft,arefrequentlyreportedinthenews,butthere’sa
farmoremenacing —andpotentiallymoredevastating —threat
ofcyberattacksagainstcriticalinfrastructureandmachinessuch
as public utilities, emergency systems, building environmental
controls,andindustrialequipment.

The2013databreachofU.S.retailerTargetwastheresultofan
attacker compromising Target’s corporate network via a con-
nectedheating,ventilation,andair conditioning (HVAC)main-
tenancesystem.
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Hackergroupsmotivatedbyapoliticalorsocialcausemayalsotry
todamageindustrialmachinesconnectedtotheInternet.Perhaps
themost significant threats arise fromnation-states thatmay
attackmachinestoachievevariousobjectives.

For example, the Stuxnetworm, identified in 2010, is believed
tohavebeendevelopedbyoneormorenationstargetingIran’s
nuclear program. Theworm infected vulnerable programmable
logic controllers (PLCs) and Siemens Step7 software at Iran’s
Natanznuclearfacilities,causingcentrifugestorotateatvariable
speedstoinduceexcessivevibrationanddestroythecentrifuges.

Thus,securitymustbe“topofmind” forallmachinebuilders,
originalequipmentmanufacturers(OEMs),andsystemintegra-
tors looking to remotely connect to their customers’machines
overtheInternet.

Understanding Firewalls and Virtual 
Private Networks (VPNs)

Firewallscontroltheflowoftrafficbetweennetworks,suchasa
localareanetwork(LAN)andtheInternet.Afirewallistypically
installedattheperimeterofthenetworkthatitprotects,andmay
consist of a hardware appliance, software, or a combination of
hardwareandsoftware.

You can think of a router (I discuss this in Chapter  2) as the
entrancetoamedievalcastle,andthefirewallasthedrawbridge
attheentrancethatcontrolsaccesstothecastle.

Althoughmanyadvancedfirewalldesignsandtechnologiesexist,
thebasicoperationofafirewallistofilterallinboundtrafficfrom
anuntrustednetwork(suchastheInternet)basedonasetofcon-
figuredrules.

By default, all outbound traffic from the trusted network is
allowed —forexample, fromtheLANtothe Internet. Inbound
traffic that is sent in reply toanactiveoutboundconnection is
dynamicallypermitted.Forexample,ifaPCuseronacorporate
LANopensawebbrowserandgoestowww.ewon.biz,theinbound
Ewon web page traffic will be automatically allowed through
thefirewallinresponsetotherequestinitiatedbythePC’sweb
browser.
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However, all inbound traffic that is not explicitly associated
withanoutboundrequestisblockedbydefault.Toallowcertain
inboundtrafficfromtheInternet,firewallrulesmustbeconfig-
uredtoallowthespecifictypeoftraffic,fromaspecificsourceto
aspecificdestination.

Whileafirewallprotects thesystems (includingmachines)and
dataonaLANfromunauthorizedaccess,itdoesnothingtoprotect
theconfidentialityandintegrityoftraffictraversingtheInternet
onitswaytoandfromtheLAN. That’stheroleofavirtualprivate
network,orVPN.

VPNtechnologyprovidesencryptionandtunnelingfunctionsfor
networked traffic across the Internet. Data is encapsulated in
an IP“wrapper”thattravelsovertheInternet.Whendataissent,
itmustbewrappedandencryptedbyagatewayusinganencryp-
tionalgorithm.Attheotherendofthecommunicationlink,the
destination gateway must “unwrap” the data, decrypt it, and
routeittoitsdestination.

Why Use a Web-Hosted Architecture?
HowdoyouestablishVPNcommunicationbetweenyourPC(the
user)andtherouteronthemachineside?Youcouldinstallahard-
wareorsoftwarecomponentonyourPCtoserveastheendpointof
theVPNtunnelthatisinitiatedbythemachine.Forexample,you
could install a VPN server,asoftwareapplicationthatmanagesall
incomingVPNconnectionsfromvariousmachines.Thismethod
requiresinstallingandconfiguringtheVPNserversoftwareona
PC,whichisn’tstraightforwardandrequiresspecializedITknowl-
edgeandskills.However,anadvantageofthissetupisthatonce
theVPNserverhasbeenconfigured,themachinebuildershould
only have toworry aboutmaintenance activities, not IT issues.
Withaserverapplication,userscanconnecttothesameservers
asthemachine,andtheVPNserverisresponsibleforestablishing
thelinkbetweentheuserandthemachine,asshowninFigure 3-1.

FirewallFirewall
Service engineer

Cloud

Factory
LAN

Machine
LAN

Router
Machine

Factory

FIGURE 3-1: Using a VPN server to securely connect to your remote machines.
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However, if the VPN server is hosted by an independent orga-
nizationinacloudasaSoftwareasaService(SaaS)offering,as
Idiscuss inChapter 2, itcanbesharedamongseveralmachine
builders,eachhavingaprivateaccount,andtheycanindividually
configuretheirusersandmachines.Thissolutionreducestheweb
infrastructurecostforindividualmachinebuildersandOEMs,and
canspreadthecostoverseveralmachinebuilders.

Acloud-basedarchitectureinherentlyprovidesbetterscalability
thanapurehardwarearchitecturebasedonhardwaregatewaysor
internalsoftwareapplications. Infact, thewebarchitecturecan
providealoadbalancingfunctiontodistributethenumberofnec-
essaryVPNconnectionsortunnelsoverseveralservers.Itcanalso
provideredundancytoensuretheresiliencyoftheremoteaccess
servicesintheeventofabusinessdisruptionordisaster.

Looking at Ewon Remote Access 
Layered Security

Oneofthekeychallengeswithremoteconnectionstoindustrial
control systems is balancing the needs of an engineer or PLC
technicianwiththemandatebytheITdepartmenttoensurenet-
worksecurity,integrity,andreliability.Findingasolutionthat’s
readily accepted by both business groups has been a challenge
formanyyears and a source of frustration and inefficiency for
allstakeholders.MaintainingnetworksecurityisessentialforIT
acceptance.Atthesametime,userswillneverusesolutionsthat
arecomplex,difficult,orhinderproductivity.Byfocusingonboth
securityandeaseofuse,Ewonhascreatedaremoteaccesssolu-
tionthatworksforbothend-usersandITmanagers.

Security and reliability are two critical aspects of the Talk2M
cloud.Talk2Misbuiltona“defense-in-depth”strategy,which
usesmultiplesecuritycountermeasuresacrossmultiplelayersof
securitycontrols,asshowninFigure 3-2.
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ThepurposeistoprotecttheintegrityoftheTalk2Mconnectivity
andinformationsystem.It’sbasedonnumerousindustrypubli-
cations,guidelines,bestpractices,andestablishedsecuritystan-
dards including

 » ISO/IEC 27001 (International Organization for Standardization 
and International Electrotechnical Commission)

 » U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity 
Version 1.0

 » Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

 » Open Source Security Testing Methodology Manual (OSSTMM)

Fromthehardwaredevicestothepoliciesandprocedures,secu-
rityisacorecompetencyfullyintegratedateverylevelwithinthe
frameworkofEwonsolutions.

The different layers of Ewon’s defense-in-depth strategy are
comprisedofthefollowing:

 » Ewon device: Users must be authenticated and have adminis-
tration rights. Traffic on the machine/LAN side is segregated 
from the WAN/customer side and users can access only 

FIGURE 3-2: Ewon’s defense-in-depth strategy.
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authorized devices on the LAN. Specific controls include four 
key aspects:

• Network segregation: The industrial routers are typically 
installed in the machine control panel with the machine 
connected on one side (LAN) and the factory network 
on the other (WAN). When a connection needs to be 
established, the Ewon device acts as a gateway through 
which all traffic passes. When the Ewon is first configured 
for VPN access, security settings on the device restrict 
traffic between its two network interfaces. This network 
segregation limits remote access to only the devices 
connected to the LAN of the Ewon. Access to the rest of 
the network is prevented.

• Device authentication: The Ewon routers themselves have 
user-level access rights separate from the Talk2M login. 
Only users with appropriate credentials and access rights 
can change the security settings on the Ewon. Similarly, 
for the devices with data services, only authorized users 
can view or modify the data.

• Physical key switch: All Ewon hardware devices feature a 
digital input. A switch can be connected to this input and 
the state of the switch can enable or disable the WAN 
port. This allows the end-user to keep full local control of 
whether or not the device is remotely accessible.

• IP assignment and control: The Ewon needs the same type 
of settings as a PC connected to the same network (IP 
address, subnet mask, and gateway, plus any optional 
proxy settings). The Ewon can be configured to receive 
those settings automatically via the dynamic host 
configuration protocol (DHCP). However, the Ewon also 
can be set up to use a static IP address that is assigned 
and controlled by the IT department, if preferred.

 » Firewall: Within the eCatcher application, Talk2M account 
administrators can set filtering and firewalling rules about 
which devices behind the Ewon are remotely accessible and 
even over which ports (such as Ethernet, USB, or serial) and 
with which protocols they are accessible. Talk2M provides 
four different firewall setting rules based on declared devices’ 
IP, ports, gateways, and Ewon services access. From the least 
restrictive to the most secure firewall levels, they are

• Standard: Access to all Ewon LAN-connected devices is 
granted.
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• High: Access to only explicitly listed Ewon LAN-connected 
devices; port restrictions are also possible.

• Enforced: Access to Ewon gateway can be blocked.

• Ultra: Access to Ewon device services, such as HTTP, FTP, 
and SNMP can be blocked.

When combined with Talk2M’s user rights management, 
administrators can tailor the remote access rights to selected 
groups of users.

 » Encryption: Communications between the remote user 
and the Ewon are fully encrypted using the Secure Sockets 
Layer (SSL)/Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, thereby 
ensuring data authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality. 
All users and Ewon units are authenticated using x.509 SSL 
certificates, and end-to-end traffic is encrypted using strong 
symmetric and asymmetric algorithms.

 » User management and accountability: Every Talk2M 
account can have an unlimited number of users. For every 
user who needs to access equipment remotely, administra-
tors can create unique logins. This makes it easy to grant and 
revoke access privileges when needed. In addition, Talk2M 
account administrators can restrict which remote Ewons 
particular users can access, which services behind those 
Ewon are accessible, and even the ports on those devices 
and the communication protocols used. For example, an 
administrator might permit remote users to reach the web 
services in a particular device for monitoring purposes but 
limit the ports used for making programming changes to 
only specific engineers. Controls include

• Role-based access control (RBAC), which defines which 
users can have access to which machines and allows 
different access levels

• Unique user logins with custom password requirements 
(such as minimum length, letters, numbers, and special 
characters, expiration period, and unique password 
history)

• Multi-factor authentication (MFA), which requires users to 
enter a one-time Short Message Service (SMS) text code 
after entering their username and password

• Audit trail and logging activities for each device to know 
who has connected, when, and for how long
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 » Talk2M network infrastructure: Ewon regularly assesses 
the Talk2M architecture as part of its risk management 
framework. Appropriate controls are implemented for 
maximum security effectiveness and compliance with 
applicable regulatory requirements.

Ewon is contracted with several hosting companies that 
meet the following requirements:

• Globally redundant Tier 1 hosting partners: To increase 
reliability, improve redundancy, and reduce latency, 
Ewon works with multiple hosting partners throughout 
the world.

• 24/7/365 monitoring: The network of servers is monitored 
around the clock to ensure maximum availability and 
security. Monitoring makes use of intrusion detection 
systems (IDS) and host intrusion prevention systems 
(HIPS), as well as an array of alerting mechanisms.

• Certified data centers: Relevant certifications include 
Service Organization Control (SOC) 1/Statements on 
Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) 16/
International Standard for Assurance Engagements 
(ISAE) 3402, SOC 2, and International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) 27001/27002/27017/27018.

• Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) corporate member: Ewon 
works with hosting partners that are corporate members 
of CSA.

 » Policies and procedures: The Talk2M remote access 
solution is designed to be compatible with customers’ 
existing security policies. By using outbound connections 
over commonly open ports (for example, 443 and 1194) 
and by being compatible with most proxy servers, the Ewon 
router is designed to be minimally intrusive on the network 
and work within existing firewall rules. Talk2M account 
administrators can customize password policies to enforce 
compliance with corporate policies and can restrict which 
users can access which devices remotely. Talk2M account 
administrators can also use the Talk2M connection report to 
see which users are connecting to which devices and when, 
and verify that corporate remote access policies are being 
followed.
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To provide the best possible business continuity, two service
offeringsareavailabletocustomers:

 » Talk2M Pro is a paid service offered with a service-level 
agreement (SLA).

 » The Talk2M Free+ provides full-featured free connection 
services without a SLA.

The Talk2M Pro service is designed to provide 99.6 percent
uptime.

Toprovidethesetwolevelsofservice,theTalk2Marchitectureis
reinforcedbyseveralpolicyandcontrolobjectives,including

 » Hosting provider SLAs: Talk2M Pro services are hosted 
through globally redundant Tier 1 hosting partners, which 
provides a 99.99 percent Internet access uptime. For Talk2M 
Free+ services, multiple hosting partners are used, typically 
providing above 99 percent uptime.

 » Information system acquisition: Key performance 
indicators (KPIs) of all servers are monitored, and all 
acquired information is displayed on a monitoring 
 dashboard and logged on an alarm server for Ewon’s 
24/7/365 staff.

 » Server rollout: Multiple hardware providers ensure that 
VPN connections can be quickly re-routed out from one 
VPN Server (VS) to another in the case of a server issue.

 » Continuous monitoring services: TalK2M services are 
continuously monitored by on-duty engineers.

Finally,toreducenetworklatency,datacentersitesarelocatedon
fivecontinents(NorthAmerica,Europe,Asia,Africa,andAustra-
lia)andEwoncontinuestoexpandintootherregions.Lowlatency
is required by some industrial programmable logic controller
(PLC)protocolsthataredesignedwithsmall-sizedTransmission
ControlProtocol/InternetProtocol(TCP/IP)packets.Thesepro-
tocolsaremuchmoresensitivetotimeoutsresultingfromslow
Internet connections and long distances between users and their 
machines. Ewon products can dynamically connect to the geo-
graphicallyclosest,lowestloadorthebestperformingVStoopti-
mizeperformanceandreducelatency.
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SAVING THE WORLD — AND MORE
Thanks to Talk2M, users have avoided an incredible amount of 
 support site travel, saving massive carbon emissions by using 
 millions of VPN connections.

Ewon devices are currently used in 156 countries around the world 
(see the figure in this sidebar).

Talk2M has even saved some marriages! Wonder how many? Check 
out real-time facts and figures at www.talk2m-live.ewon.biz.
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Chapter 4

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Introducing Ewon Cosy (remote access 
router)

 » Getting your machines connected to the 
Internet and Talk2M

 » Using eCatcher to connect your PC to 
Talk2M

 » Communicating across a VPN connection

 » Learning about other Ewon remote 
access solutions and tools

Understanding the Ewon 
Remote Access Solution

I 
n this chapter, you discover how to use Ewon’s flagship remote 
access solution.

Introducing Ewon Cosy
The Ewon Cosy is an industrial remote access router that’s 
designed to offer easy remote access, across the Internet, to 
machines and installations at customer sites or in the field. More 
explicitly, with Ewon Cosy, machine builders, original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs), and system integrators can troubleshoot 
machines, debug the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) pro-
gram, upload projects, gain remote use of a Human Machine 
Interface (HMI) or an IP camera without going on site, thus dras-
tically reducing support costs.

Ewon Cosy users are typically service or automation engineers who 
need access to machines installed at various customer locations, 
often spread over large geographic areas or even across the world.
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How Ewon Cosy Works
The Ewon Cosy router establishes a secure virtual private net-
work (VPN) connection from the machine to anywhere via Ewon’s 
cloud-based remote connectivity solution, Talk2M (see Chapter 3). 
The router seamlessly communicates on the local area network 
(LAN) with the PLC and the HMI, using either an Ethernet four-
port switch, a universal serial bus (USB) link, or a serial link (for 
legacy PLCs with serial ports). On the machine side, an Ewon Cosy 
must to be installed and will be connected to a PLC, an industrial 
PC, or any automated device. Together, the solution allows remote 
connection with a PC, laptop, tablet, or smartphone.

Ewon Cosy with Talk2M makes it easy to connect users to their 
machines via the Internet, as shown in Figure 4-1. Users don’t 
need to be IT experts to take advantage of the solution.

Ewon offers users three ways to connect to their machines:

 » Talk2M client software (eCatcher)

 » Talk2M mobile app (eCatcher mobile)

 » Talk2M web portal (M2Web)

FIGURE 4-1: Talk2M provides cloud connectivity services to connect users to 
their machines via the Internet.
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On the user side, you simply install a client software application, 
called eCatcher, on a PC running Microsoft Windows. eCatcher 
establishes a VPN connection over the Internet between your PC 
and Talk2M.

The mobile version, eCatcher Mobile, enables remote access from 
your favorite iOS or Android mobile device.

Alternatively, you can use a web browser (such as Google Chrome, 
Microsoft Internet Explorer/Edge, or Mozilla Firefox) without 
installing the eCatcher application, to connect to your machines 
(called M2Web), but this method is restricted to certain applications.

Connecting Your Machine to the 
Internet Using Ewon Cosy

To connect your machines to the Internet in order to communi-
cate with the Talk2M server, you have several options:

 » Local area network (LAN): Most sites have a hard-wired 
method to connect to the Internet, so this method is often 
the preferred one for connecting your machines. An 
Ethernet LAN connection is typically cost-free and provides 
reliable, high-speed access. However, in some cases, local 
networks have complex security policies in place that may 
prevent your machines from connecting to the Talk2M 
server over the Internet. In these cases, cellular connections 
may be a better option.

 » Wireless network (Wi-Fi): Wi-Fi networks are becoming 
increasingly common in many areas, including industrial 
plants and factories. Like LAN connections, Wi-Fi access is 
typically cost-free and provides high-speed connectivity. 
Many sites provide “guest” Wi-Fi networks that are logically 
separated from the factory LAN, specifically to allow machine 
builders to get access to the Internet without requiring 
firewall configuration changes. Wi-Fi connectivity and 
coverage may be somewhat limited, particularly in noisy 
industrial areas that may interfere with Wi-Fi signals. In these 
cases, LAN or cellular connections may be a better option.

 » Cellular (3G, 4G): When no LAN or Wi-Fi connection is 
available, cellular technologies may be a good alternative. 
Cellular service is typically available worldwide, albeit at 
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different speeds (3G, or 4G), but signal coverage may be 
limited or unreliable in some remote areas. Also, data usage 
charges on a cellular network can be very high and cellular 
technology — for example, Code Division Multiple Access 
(CDMA) and Global System for Mobile Communications 
(GSM) — varies around the world, potentially requiring 
different Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cards to be 
installed in the machine routers. LAN or Wi-Fi connections 
are typically preferred if they’re available.

Connecting the Machine to Talk2M
After you’re connected to the Internet, the first thing the Ewon 
does is connect to the Talk2M servers. The connection of a 
machine to Talk2M server is performed in three phases:

1. The Ewon connects to a central access server (AS) and 
authenticates through a Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure 
(HTTPS) session.

2. The Ewon requests the IP address of the VPN server it needs 
to use (VPN server addresses may change from connection to 
connection) via an HTTPS connection.

3. The Ewon establishes a VPN tunnel with the VPN server.

These phases are laid out in Figure 4-2.

FIGURE 4-2: Connecting the Ewon to Talk2M in three phases.
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Connecting the User to Talk2M
When the user starts the eCatcher software on a PC, the first step 
is for the user to authenticate himself or herself using the follow-
ing information:

 » Account name: A Talk2M account can be created with 
eCatcher. An unlimited number of accounts can be created. 
Each account contains all the users who can connect to the 
Ewon devices registered in that account.

 » Username: An unlimited number of users can be registered 
in an account. Usernames within an account must be unique.

 » Password: Each user has his or her own password. Do not 
use default passwords and do not share your password with 
anyone. Passwords should be at least 8 characters long — 
12 or more characters is better — and should contain 
uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers, and special 
characters (such as !, #, $, or %) for better security.

Treat your username and password like other sensitive personal 
information (such as your Social Security number or credit card 
information). The unique combination of a username and pass-
word, known only to you, establishes your identity on a system 
and associates you with any actions performed on a machine. If 
an attacker or any other unauthorized user performs malicious 
actions on a machine using your username and password, you 
might be considered a suspect!

After authentication, you can access a list of all the Ewon devices 
registered to an account. The Ewon list provides the following:

 » The name and status of the Ewon device

 » A brief description of the Ewon device and machine

 » Any users who are currently connected to the Ewon device

 » Any pools to which the Ewon device is assigned

A pool is a collection of Ewons.

 » The PLC type

 » The remote access media type (such as LAN or cellular)

 » The IP address of the camera (if installed)
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When you click on any Ewon device listed, if its connection status 
is marked “Online” (meaning a VPN connection is up and run-
ning), eCatcher creates a VPN tunnel to the assigned Ewon device.

You can also perform several other actions in eCatcher, such as 
the following:

 » Registering a new Ewon device in the current account

 » Modifying and deleting Ewon device information

 » Adding, modifying, or deleting user information or groups in 
the current account

A group is a collection of users.

 » Adding, modifying, or deleting pools in the current account

A pool is a collection of Ewon devices.

 » Modifying the account information

Using the VPN Connection
When a VPN connection is established, two “tunnels” are 
 created — one between the Ewon and the VPN server, and another 
between the eCatcher and the VPN server. You see this illustrated 
in Figure 4-3. Each tunnel is automatically assigned a unique VPN 
IP address. Although the VPN addresses are reachable from the 
Ewon side and from the eCatcher side, they aren’t reachable on 
the VPN server side.

FIGURE 4-3: The eCatcher software automatically adds a route to the 
destination Ewon’s IP LAN address.
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To reach the machine side of the Ewon, your PC needs to know 
that all traffic containing a destination IP address in the Ewon 
LAN IP address range should be forwarded through its virtual 
interface. To allow this, eCatcher automatically adds a route when 
a VPN connection is opened and automatically deletes the route 
when the VPN connection is closed, as shown in Figure 4-3. The 
eCatcher software knows the Ewon’s LAN IP address because it 
is provided when each Ewon registers itself in a Talk2M account. 
If you want to connect to another Ewon, eCatcher automatically 
deletes the previous route and adds a new route with the appro-
priate destination address range.

On the machine side, the traffic coming through the VPN tunnel is 
forwarded to the LAN (machine) side of the Ewon automatically. 
For a machine on the LAN side to communicate back to the PC, 
you have two options:

 » A network address translation (NAT) feature (also called 
Plug’n Route) can substitute the Ewon IP LAN address for the 
PC IP address (this is the default configuration in the Ewon).

 » Individual machines on the LAN side of the Ewon can be 
manually configured to use the Ewon’s IP LAN address as its 
default gateway.

Getting to Know Other Ewon Solutions
In addition to the Ewon Cosy, eCatcher, and Talk2M remote access 
products, Ewon offers many other industrial routers and devices, 
including the Ewon Flexy  — the premier Industrial Internet of 
Things (IIoT) data gateway.

The Ewon Flexy is a versatile IIoT gateway and remote access 
router designed for OEMs and system integrators. In addition to 
VPN remote access, it allows you to monitor and collect vital key 
performance indicators (KPIs) for analysis and predictive mainte-
nance. It is also possible to integrate data into your own systems 
or cloud platforms using the Talk2M application programming 
interface (API).
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Capabilities of the Ewon Flexy include

 » Secure VPN remote access: The Ewon Flexy embeds VPN 
capabilities and compatibility with Talk2M and eFive. This 
allows highly secure remote access for remote monitoring, 
troubleshooting, and application tuning. The Flexy 20x adds 
routing capabilities that allow remote access to any serial or 
Ethernet devices behind the Ewon Flexy. It enables PLC 
remote maintenance, remote IP camera, remote HMI 
monitoring, and more.

 » Extension cards: On top of the basic functionality, it can be 
tailored to meet your specific connectivity needs by adding 
extension cards, now or when a future need arises. You can 
make it as simple or full-featured as you need it to be.

 » Data acquisition: Local data acquisition is performed by 
the Ewon Flexy using the serial or Ethernet port. The data 
acquisition process is built around a tagged database in 
which each tag is associated with an input/output (I/O) 
server.

 » Alarm management and notification: Full support for 
alarm triggering, acknowledgment, status, and traceability 
is provided by Ewon Flexy. Alarm thresholds (for example, 
four times) and parameters (such as activation delay and 
deadband value) can be set on every tagname. The com-
plete alarm cycle is traced and available for monitoring and 
analysis. Alarm notification can be performed by email, Short 
Message Service (SMS) text, Simple Network Management 
Protocol (SNMP) trap, and/or File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

 » Data logging and retrieval: Continuous data logging and 
buffering can be performed on every tagname. Each 
tagname can be logged on a fixed interval or change triggers 
(with deadband). Ewon stores tag data values and time-
stamps in its internal database (up to one million time-
stamped points) for statistical analysis and later review 
(historical logging), or to analyze recent trends (real-time 
logging).

 » Web server HMI: The Ewon Flexy has an integrated web 
server for configuration and monitoring, viewable on any 
standard web browser.
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 » Talk2M API: Employ the API for enterprise integration of 
third-party software and cloud solutions (for example, Ewon 
IIoT Partners, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, 
Siemens MindSphere, IBM Bluemix, and others).

Typical applications for the Ewon Flexy include industrial 
machines, cleantech machines, photovoltaics, building manage-
ment, smart metering, water and wastewater, energy monitoring, 
irrigation systems, energy meters, and others. Figure 4-4 shows 
these connections.

For more information about the Ewon Flexy, visit www.ewon.biz/
flexy.

FIGURE 4-4: The Ewon Flexy connects remote field equipment by using 
different communication protocols.
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 » Sealing the deal for manufacturing

 » Rising to the occasion for a large bakery 
company

 » Putting the pedal to the metal for metal 
fabrication

 » Improving and saving lives in the medical 
industry

Exploring Remote Access 
Success Stories

I 
n this chapter, four real-world Ewon customers in different 
industries share their remote access success stories with you.

Manufacturing
Based in Chicago, MAAC specializes in manufacturing thermo-
forming machinery and other companion products. MAAC prod-
ucts are used around the world and serve many industry sectors, 
such as aerospace, medical, and automotive.

MAAC quickly learned that automation control technology is the 
key to success in the machinery sector. Leslie Adams, Director of 
Technical Services, has long been an advocate of electronic auto-
mation. According to Mr. Adams, “The communications provided 
by an Ewon VPN router is simply incredible. Using an Internet 
connection, we can connect to machines just about anywhere. It 
eliminates the need for any kind of special interface.”
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The secure VPN connection that Ewon technology provides offers 
full integration of IT security standards. Ewon’s unique remote 
access solution allows MAAC to connect to machines in the field 
with the same ease and flexibility as a machine in the company’s 
shop.

Remote access enables the company to connect to a machine just 
as if it were on-site, and to have access to Programmable Logic 
Controllers (PLCs), drives, and HMI devices, as well as any other 
device connected to the machine subnet, including an IP camera.

Before installing Ewon routers, MAAC used phone modems to 
connect to its machines, though the delay time was a huge prob-
lem. “I remember the frustration associated with trying to mon-
itor machines when it took a long time for information to make 
its way back via the modem connection. In one instance, we were 
working with a machine in Australia and the delay ran up to 15 
seconds,” recalls Adams.

Remote maintenance, which enables quick and efficient trouble-
shooting, has a positive impact on the customer’s support costs. 
Leslie commented, “With Ewon, we eliminate 50 to 70 percent of 
our support cost, in addition to significantly reducing hours of 
machine downtime normally associated with waiting for a service 
technician. Travel time wasted on field trips equates to a lot of 
money. Sitting in airports and driving out to customer installa-
tions mean a whole lot of unproductive time — time we prefer 
our programmers spend working on new machines or fine-tuning 
existing systems. When these guys are gone — they simply aren’t 
working on the important stuff.”

Food and Beverage
Bakkersland is the largest bakery company in the Netherlands. 
The main concern of Bakkersland is the possible standstill of 
machinery in a production process. Any standstill situation could 
lead to delays in the logistics process.

To avoid this kind of disruption, Bakkersland undertook a project 
in which each of its machines would be equipped with an Ewon 
industrial router. The Ewon routers are installed in the con-
trol room next to the PLC on the DIN rail (a metal rail used to 
mount circuit breakers and industrial control equipment inside 
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equipment racks). The structure works online and can provide 
remote supervision of the machine to the operator through a 
secure VPN connection.

Bakkersland chose the Ewon Cosy router as the remote mainte-
nance system for its machinery. Dennis van Scheijndel, from Bak-
kersland, explains the benefits of the Ewon architecture: “If there 
is an alarm, the operator may be able to indicate that a particu-
lar sensor is dirty or that the connection isn’t entirely secured. If 
necessary, the supplier will be able to make changes to the con-
trol. It is not only us as a user who wins in time; the machine 
manufacturer has no further need to send an engineer out. In par-
ticular, suppliers who are located abroad benefit from this.”

Bulk Material Handling
A.G.  Stacker is a manufacturer of state-of-the art stackers and 
ancillary equipment. When Clarence and Helen Allen launched the 
company in 1996, they had a goal to provide innovative equipment 
with better customer support than anyone in the industry. Today, 
keeping innovation and customer service in mind, A.G. Stacker is 
working with Ewon to develop the next generation of customer 
interaction.

A.G. Stacker’s machines have been adopted by customers around 
the globe. Each of these machines employs a sophisticated auto-
mation system including drives, programmable controls, and other 
state-of-the-art devices. While A.G. Stacker has a highly trained 
team of engineers, technicians, and trainers to assist customers 
in maximizing machine value, customer conditions sometimes 
warrant fine-tuning and system modifications in the field. Auto-
mation equipment on live machines sometimes requires someone 
to travel out to the customer to make even small changes. With 
the cost of last-minute flights skyrocketing, A.G. Stacker sought 
a new and innovative way to address the problem. This is where 
Ewon was called in to help.

Ewon provides a fast and easy, yet secure, approach to remote 
connectivity. Kennedy Larramore, A.G.  Stacker’s electrical/IT 
technician, explains: “Even though we have three techs assigned 
to assisting our customers, ‘road techs’ are costly for both our 
customers and A.G. Stacker. At the heart of the matter, time spent 
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traveling can be better used by our people and downtime at our 
customers is very expensive. Further, we often encounter issues 
where the customer has a difficult time describing the exact 
nature of the problem.”

“We started out providing the Ewon devices as an option on our 
machines. But after witnessing the power of Ewon’s free Talk2M 
solution and the devices in the field, we have made Ewon a part of 
every machine we build,” says Kennedy.

Cyclotron Machines
IBA develops high-precision solutions for the diagnosis and 
treatment of cancer — for example, cyclotrons. IBA selected Ewon 
and Talk2M technology to deliver remote service on a global scale.

“First and foremost, our goal is to be able to solve problems 
remotely for customers in the event of a failure or if there are 
questions,” explained Patrick Delcour, IBA’s Customer Service 
Project Manager. “With Talk2M, I can connect and switch from 
the Melbourne site in Australia to Ghent in Belgium in three 
seconds.”

Faults are resolved for the customer from the control room based 
on the information provided by the status of indicator lights and 
the displays. “However, the information escalated from the con-
trol room is very fragmented,” stressed Delcour. Before using 
Ewon, when a problem occurred, the customer’s operator had to 
call an IBA hotline.

The Talk2M solution has revolutionized IBA’s way of working. 
Talk2M offers simplicity of use and connection while enhancing 
response efficiency. “Just three clicks and I’m connected,” Del-
cour said. The complexity associated with firewalls or proxies is 
entirely hidden from the user.

Once the connection with Talk2M is established, all the IP 
addresses on the LAN side of the Ewon become transparent and 
accessible to the user. In a few clicks, the user can connect to the 
PLC and the IP camera, or start the remote desktop application on 
the control PC to take over the local PC and launch the HMI.

Discover more Ewon success stories at www.ewon.biz/customers.
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 » Creating and configuring your Talk2M 
account

 » Configuring your Ewon Cosy

 » Connecting to your remote device

Five Easy Steps to 
Get Started with 
Ewon Cosy

I 
n this chapter, I walk you through getting started with the 
Ewon Cosy in five easy steps.

If you don’t yet own an Ewon Cosy, but are looking to get one, 
please visit www.ewon.biz/contact to find a distributor in your 
area/country.

Follow these steps:

1. Download and install eCatcher.

eCatcher is a free companion tool used to initialize remote 
access across the Talk2M virtual private network (VPN) and 
connect to all devices plugged into your Ewon. You can 
download eCatcher from the Ewon website at https://
ewon.biz/technical-support/pages/all-downloads. 
After launching the installation wizard, follow the instruc-
tions to complete the setup and launch eCatcher.
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2. On the login page, create your account by clicking Create 
a Free+ Account.

Create a unique account name, provide your name and email 
address, and create a password. You also need to activate 
your account by clicking the link sent to your email address.

Click Check Availability to verify that you have selected a 
unique account name.

3. Log in to eCatcher and add your Ewon by clicking the Add 
button.

This step is shown in Figure 6-1.

Proceed by following the “Launch Setup Wizard.” Select your 
Ewon Cosy version (Ethernet, Wi-Fi, or Cellular) and fill in the 
additional information. At this step, you have the chance to 
change the LAN IP address (default 10.0.0.53) and set the 
WAN for DHCP or a static IP address. When prompted, insert 
a USB flash drive/SD card to save the configuration. After 
you’ve finished, close the eCatcher application.

4. Power on your Ewon Cosy, plug in your WAN cable, and 
load your USB flash drive / SD card.

Plug your WAN Ethernet cable into the WAN port, as shown 
in Figure 6-2, which will have an Orange LED lit up next to 
the appropriate port. By default, the lower-left port is the 
WAN port.

FIGURE 6-1 Adding an Ewon in eCatcher.
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When the PWR LED is green and the USR is blinking green, as 
shown in Figure 6-3, insert your configured USB flash drive/
SD card into your Ewon Cosy. The USR LED will begin a fast 
blinking orange pattern, indicating that a valid file configura-
tion has been detected.

After the USR LED turns solid green, the file has been 
successfully loaded. You can remove the USB stick or the 
SD card, and your Ewon Cosy will now reboot. If the USR LED 
turns red, you have an error in your configuration. These 
patterns are shown in Figure 6-4.

FIGURE 6-2: Identifying the WAN port on your Ewon.

FIGURE 6-3: The LED pattern when you plug in the USB and the file is 
successful.
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The Talk2M connection configuration may take up to several 
minutes. At the end of the configuration process, the Talk2M 
LED should light up. See Figure 6-5.

5. With your computer connected to the Internet, launch 
eCatcher.

The status of your Ewon Cosy should be “Online.” Simply 
highlight your Ewon device and click the Connect button.

After you’re connected, if you have plugged an Ethernet 
device into your Ewon Cosy’s LAN port, and in the same 
subnet, you should be able to ping its IP address to verify 
connectivity.

FIGURE 6-4: Wait until the USR LED becomes fixed green (success) or red 
(error).

FIGURE 6-5: The Talk2M LED is lit up, indicating the configuration process is 
complete.
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Glossary

2G: Commercially introduced in 1991 and based on GSM, the second 
generation of wireless telecommunications technology enabled digital 
data services for mobile, notably SMS text messages. See also Global 
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Short Message Service 
(SMS).

3G: Commercially introduced in 1998, the third generation of wireless 
telecommunications technology provides data transfer rates of 2 
megabits per second (Mbps) or more for wireless voice telephony, 
mobile Internet access, fixed wireless Internet access, video calls, and 
mobile TV technologies.

4G: Commercially introduced in 2008, the fourth generation of wireless 
telecommunications technology provides peak data transfer rates of 
100 Mbps for high-mobility communication (such as from a moving 
vehicle) and 1 gigabit per second (Gbps) for low-mobility communication 
(such as from a pedestrian).

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES): A symmetric block cipher 
algorithm that is used to encrypt sensitive network traffic and data. AES 
is the replacement encryption algorithm for DES and 3DES. See also Data 
Encryption Standard (DES).

application programming interface (API): A set of rules and specifica-
tions that software programs can follow to communicate with each 
other; serves as an interface between different software programs and 
facilitates their interaction.

asynchronous digital subscriber line (ADSL): A data communications 
technology that enables faster data transmission over copper telephone 
lines than a conventional voiceband modem can provide. Commonly 
referred to simply as a digital subscriber line, or DSL.
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certification authority (CA): An entity that issues digital certificates 
and certifies the ownership of a public key by the subject named on the 
certificate.

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA): A channel access method used 
by various telecommunications technologies to enable multiple 
transmitters to simultaneously send traffic over a single communication 
channel.

Data Encryption Standard (DES): A symmetric key encryption algo-
rithm developed in the early 1970s, but now considered insecure 
because of its small key size (56 bits).

DB9: A common electrical connector used for RS232 serial computer 
connections and named for its characteristic D-shaped metal shield and 
two parallel rows of nine total pins. See also RS232.

DF1: An asynchronous byte-oriented protocol used to communicate 
with most Allen Bradley RS232 interface modules. See also RS232.

Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP): Part of the IPsec protocol suite 
responsible for ensuring authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality of 
origin packets.

envelope encryption (EVP): A high-level interface for OpenSSL 
cryptographic functions. See also OpenSSL.

Ethernet: A network protocol that controls how data is transmitted over 
a LAN. Technically it is referred to as the IEEE 802.3 protocol. The 
protocol has evolved and improved over time and can now deliver data 
at the speed of 1GB per second.

Ethernet cable (crossover): A type of twisted pair copper wire cable 
with RJ45 connectors, used to directly connect two computing devices 
together.

Ethernet cable (straight-through): A type of twisted pair copper wire 
cable with RJ45 connectors, used to connect computing devices 
together on a LAN, typically via a hub or switch. See also local area 
network (LAN).

File Transfer Protocol (FTP): A standard network protocol used to 
transfer computer files between a client and server on a network.

firewall: A network security system designed to prevent unauthorized 
access to or from a private network. Firewalls can be implemented as 
both hardware and software, or a combination of both. Network 
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firewalls are frequently used to prevent unauthorized Internet users 
from accessing private networks connected to the Internet.

Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM): A wireless 
telecommunications standard developed by the European Telecommu-
nications Standards Institute (ETSI) for 2G protocols. See also 2G.

Human Machine Interface (HMI): The user interface in a manufactur-
ing or process control system.

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS): A protocol for secure 
communication via a web browser over the Internet that uses the 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol for encryption. See also Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL).

Internet Protocol (IP): The principal communications protocol  
in the TCP/IP communications suite for routing across network 
 boundaries (routers) and the Internet. See also Transmission  
Control Protocol (TCP).

Internet Protocol Security (IPsec): A network protocol suite that 
authenticates and encrypts data packets sent over a network.

Internet service provider (ISP): An organization that provides its 
customers with access to the Internet.

intrusion detection system (IDS): A hardware device or software 
application that monitors a network or system for malicious activity.

IP camera: A video camera that is networked over a Fast Ethernet 
connection. The IP camera sends its signals to the main server or 
computer screen via an Internet or network link. It is mostly used in IP 
surveillance, closed-circuit television (CCTV), and digital videography. IP 
cameras are widely replacing analog cameras because of their digital 
zoom and remote surveillance options over the Internet.

keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC): A message 
authentication code that uses a cryptographic hash function and a 
secret cryptographic key.

local area network (LAN): A computer network that connects comput-
ers and devices (including machines) in a building, factory, lab, school, or 
other relatively limited area.
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machine-to-machine (M2M): Wired or wireless communication that 
occurs directly between two devices.

Modbus: A serial communications protocol originally published by 
Modicon (now Schneider Electric) for use in its PLCs. See also program-
mable logic controller (PLC).

multi-factor authentication (MFA): A type of access control that only 
grants access after at least two forms of authentication are provided.

network address translation (NAT): A method for mapping an IP 
address to a different IP address, such as a private IP address to a public 
IP address.

network latency: Any kind of delay that happens in data communica-
tion over a network. Network connections in which small delays occur 
are called low-latency networks. Network connections that suffer from 
long delays are called high-latency networks.

network segregation: Separating one network into two LANs, keeping 
the unsafe computers in the front network and moving the computers 
that you would like to protect to a second, shielded network.

Object Linking and Embedding (OLE): A proprietary Microsoft 
technology that allows documents to be embedded and linked to other 
objects.

OpenSSL: An open source implementation of the SSL and TLS  
protocols. See also Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer 
Security (TLS).

original equipment manufacturer (OEM): A company that produces 
parts and equipment that may be marketed by another manufacturer.

out-of-band management: A dedicated communications channel used 
for management networked devices, such as monitoring and remote 
configuration. An out-of-band communications channel is independent 
of an in-band communications channel and is therefore not reliant on 
the device’s operational communications channel (for example, a 
network connection).

packet switching: A method used in communications networks in 
which data is transmitted as packets — consisting of a header and 
payload — to its destination. Using information in the header, network-
ing hardware routes individual packets to the destination over the best 
available path, then re-assembles the data in the correct order at the 
destination.
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ping: A software utility used to test the reachability of a host (such as a 
device or machine on an IP network).

plain old telephone service (POTS): A basic analog telephone service.

Process Field Bus (PROFIBUS): A standard for fieldbus communication 
in automation technology.

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC): A ruggedized industrial 
computer that has been adapted for the control of manufacturing 
processes.

public key infrastructure (PKI): A set of roles, policies, and procedures 
used to create, manage, distribute, use, store, and revoke digital 
certificates and manage public key (also known as asymmetric) 
encryption.

public switched telephone network (PSTN): The aggregate of the 
world’s circuit-switched telephone networks operated by national, 
regional, and local telephony operators.

role-based access control (RBAC): A method of controlling access to 
computer or network resources based on defined roles assigned to 
individual users within an organization.

RJ45: A standardized telecommunications network interface (“registered 
jack”) used for connecting voice and data equipment.

RS232: A telecommunications standard for serial transmission of data.

RS485: A standard serial interface defined by the Telecommunications 
Industry Association and Electronic Industries Alliance (EIA/TIA). Also 
known as TIA485 and EIA485.

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA): A family of cryptographic hash functions 
published by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST).

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL): A cryptographic protocol for secure 
communications over a computer network.

service-level agreement (SLA): An official commitment between a 
service provider and a client that addresses specific aspects of the 
service provided such as quality, performance, availability, and 
responsibilities.
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Short Message Service (SMS): A text messaging service.

Siemens Multi-Point Interface (MPI): A proprietary serial interface 
based on the EIA485 (formerly RS485) standard used to connect PCs, 
consoles, and other devices to Siemens SIMATIC S7 programmable logic 
controllers. See also RS485 and programmable logic controller (PLC).

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP): A standard Internet 
protocol used to collect and organize information about managed 
devices on a network.

Subscriber Identity Module (SIM): An integrated circuit (IC) that is used 
to store the international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) number and 
its related key, used to identify and authenticate subscribers on mobile 
devices.

supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA): A control system 
architecture that uses computers, networked data communications, and 
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for high-level process supervisory 
management.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP): One of the core protocols of the 
Internet Protocol suite, TCP is one of the two original components of the 
suite, complementing the Internet Protocol (IP), and therefore the entire 
suite is commonly referred to as TCP/IP. TCP provides reliable, ordered 
delivery of a stream of bytes from a program on one computer to 
another program on another computer. TCP is the protocol that major 
Internet applications such as the World Wide Web, email, remote 
administration, and file transfer rely on. See also Internet Protocol (IP).

Transport Layer Security (TLS): A cryptographic protocol for secure 
communications over a computer network.

Universal Serial Bus (USB): An industry standard that defines cables, 
connectors, and communications protocols for connection, communica-
tion, and power supply between computers and devices.

Virtual Network Computing (VNC): A graphical desktop sharing 
system used to remotely connect to and control another PC by sending 
keyboard strokes and mouse movements to a remote PC.

virtual private network (VPN): A technology used to securely extend a 
private network (such as a LAN) across a public network (such as the 
Internet) using an encrypted connection and data encapsulation. See 
also local area network (LAN).
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wide area network (WAN): A telecommunications or computer 
network that extends over a large geographical distance.

wireless modem: A modem that bypasses the telephone system and 
connects directly to a wireless network, through which it can directly 
access the Internet connectivity provided by an Internet service provider 
(ISP).

X.509: A cryptographic standard that defines the format of public key 
certificates.
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